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LeadsCon Rockets Its Way to a 188% Increase 
in Exhibitor Referred Registrations with Feathr 
attendee acquisition strategy and growth. 



133%

188%

$239k

37%

increase in exhibitor referral program 
participation compared to previous year.

increase in revenue from exhibitor referral 
program compared to previous year.

worth of registrations driven.

of all registrations were touched by 
Feathr ad or referral campaigns.



In 2015, LeadsCon, put on by Access Intelligence, was busy gearing up for the New 
York edition of their direct marketing event. Nearly a decade into establishing 
themselves as the industry source in direct marketing, LeadsCon was looking for 
a new way to engage their network of exhibitors and sponsors e�ectively to boost 
registrations for their event.

Exhibitor referral programs can be very powerful channels for growth – allowing 
event organizers to leverage the audiences of their exhibitors into net new 
exposure and attendance. LeadsCon was doing their best to leverage this 
channel by requesting contact information for prospects from their exhibitors 
and sponsors.

An amazing show with an 
all-too-familiar problem



But, they su�ered the same problems many companies do when 
relying on traditional exhibitor referral program tactics like this – high 
friction and low participation.

“In the past, exhibitors having to hand over their lists 
proved to be a huge deterrent to participation 

in our exhibitor marketing programs.”
Greg Dicso, Marketing Manager at Access Intelligence

To ensure LeadsCon continued to grow, LeadsCon’s marketing team 
had to �nd a way to achieve higher participation and performance 
from their exhibitor referral program.



A Clear Solution Emerges
LeadsCon founder, Jay Weintraub, asked his marketing team to see what Feathr 
could bring to the table to solve their problem. After some initial conversations, 
it quickly became apparent that Feathr’s platform and, speci�cally, its referral 
marketing features were the right solution.

With the combination of low-friction, high impact landing pages, and valuable 
pixel tracking data, Feathr had the potential to strongly improve the e�ciency 
of LeadsCon’s exhibitor referral marketing.

The Feathr team helped design a beautiful landing page template for LeadsCon. 
Using the Feathr platform, the Feathr team generated a unique landing page for 
each of LeadsCon’s 400+ exhibitors, sponsors, and other partners.
Greg and his team were able to easily send each exhibitor the link to their unique 
co-branded landing page along with a simple request for their participation, 
straight from the Feathr platform.



Feathr generated custom landing pages like this for each of 
LeadsCon’s exhibitors and sponsors



Prior to using Feathr, LeadsCon asked exhibitors to share their email lists of 

prospects. Exhibitors were hesitant to turn over that information, and even after 

LeadsCon received their lists, they had to manage all that data.

Feathr helped remove that friction, and gave LeadsCon more 
substantive, manageable data to use. With Feathr’s Analytics, 
LeadsCon could see exactly how many visits and registrations each 
exhibitor was driving for the conference in real time.

This gave LeadsCon the ability to incentivize exhibitors and sponsors to continue 

to promote the event. LeadsCon o�ered exhibitors free additional passes 

depending on how e�ective that exhibitor was in the referral program.

As a result of using Feathr, LeadsCon’s relationship with exhibitors improved, and 

the referral campaign freed both parties from wrestling with lists so they could 

focus on their strength – marketing.

Amazing Results 
In Exhibitor Participation



Greg Dicso reported that the reduced friction “in addition to a 
much more visually pleasing product” helped participation in 
LeadsCon’s exhibitor marketing program explode – increasing 
participation by 133%.

Ready already?
Why don’t we learn a bit more about each
other and see if Feathr might work for you?



Going Beyond Participation
As top marketers leading a top marketing conference, LeadsCon didn’t call it a day 
after logging higher participation numbers. They were after substantive results – 
registrations. Good news: registrations poured in.

Feathr drove over $72,000 worth of registrations through exhibitor landing pages 
for LeadsCon’s 2015 New York Conference. In the face of these results, LeadsCon 
was con�dent they had the tool they were missing for previous conferences, and 
decided to use Feathr for their 2016 Las Vegas Conference as well.

In addition to landing pages for exhibitor referrals, Feathr gave LeadsCon the 
ability to retarget the audience of their Las Vegas conference with targeted 
advertisements.

For that show, Feathr drove over $167,000 worth of registrations, more than 
doubling their output from the previous campaign with LeadsCon New York.

$167k

$72k

... 2015 2016



“The platform is very user friendly and delivered 
strong results for us.”

Greg Dicso, Marketing Manager at Access Intelligence

Going into another busy event season, LeadsCon is con�dent they have the 
technology they need to market to the world’s best marketers. They have the data 
to show that they’re giving their exhibitors the tools they need to succeed. 
And with Feathr in their toolbelt, LeadsCon can focus on continuing to deliver the 
industry’s best marketing lead generation conference.

Start Leveraging 
Your Digital Audience

Schedule a 1-on-1 consultation. See Feathr in action. 
Get started today.



Feathr.co
+1 352-519-1716


